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ABSTRACT
Full details are given for the initial reductions of measures on star-trailed lunar photographs. These reductions deter

mine refraction-free photographic coordinates of limb profile points and points on the disk. These coordinates are referred
to axes with the origin at the center of the bright limb with the y-axis directed along the moon's hour circle.

1. Introduction

T^he long focus refractor is the logical successorto the heliometer for the further development of
primary selenodetic research. This paper details the
LPL methods for obtaining star-trailed lunar photo
graphs and for making measurements and the initial
reductions. These last provide refraction-free photo
graphic coordinates of points on the disk and limb
profile in a system oriented on the moon's hour
circle.

2. The Star-Trailed Lunar Photographs
During the lunar photographic program at the

Yerkes Observatory in the period 1959-1962, star-
trailed lunar photographs were attempted on each
evening when the moon was more than half full.
About 200 star-trailed plates were obtained, but
not all of these are expected to be useful. Some are
useless because of poor seeing, and on others the
trail is too short, being confined to the illuminated
portion of the disk. The latter failure comes from
using a star that is too faint to register on the unex
posed plate (sky or shadow portions), although pre
exposure by the moon's surface sometimes gives a
visible trail within the illuminated disk. In the latter
case the trail is long enough only when the moon's
image is wide in the east-west direction, i.e. near full.

The photographic technique is quite direct but
requires both care and quickness on the part of the
observer. The finder is first carefully collimated with
the telescope, and a decision is made as to which star
will be registered as a trail. This star must not be
too near the moon or the plate will be fogged during
the trail exposure. The lunar exposure is obtained
in the normal way and the drive switched off. The
plateholder is left open as use of the dark slide is
liable to disturb either the holder itself or the plate.
In this period lighting in the dome must be kept to a
minimum. The telescope is moved a few degrees in
declination to intercept the transit of the star. The
start and finish of this transit are monitored through
the finder. At the end of the transit the dark slide is
closed and the plate processed in the usual way.

Using Kodak Contrast Process Ortho plates with
the Yerkes 40-in. refractor, we were able to use
stars down to the fifth magnitude, although the
fainter stars sometimes gave trails only within the
bright part of the disk, as already noted.

3. The Measures
The coordinate measures on the star-trailed

plates are made with LPL's Mann 422-C compara
tor. Some details of this instrument are given in
Comm. LPL No. 61. These measures relate to the










